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In April 2021, we published the first edition of A Democracy Crisis in the Making: How State 

Legislatures Are Politicizing, Criminalizing, and Interfering with Election Administration. That 

Report identified a burgeoning trend in state legislatures: bills that would increase the risk 

of election subversion—that is, that the declared outcome of an election does not reflect 

the true choice of the voters. Through the 2021 and 2022 state legislative sessions, we 

tracked nearly 400 legislative proposals that would make election subversion more likely. 

Fifty-six of them ultimately became law in 26 states. 

I.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the two years since our first Report, the danger of  
election subversion has drawn wider attention. During the 
2022 midterm elections, the future of nonpartisan election 
administration was a campaign issue. Exit polling showed 
that “democracy” was a top concern for voters.1 That elec-
tion came and went without major crises, and the accurate 
results were ultimately certified on time and in accordance 
with the law. Moreover, voters in certain states decisively  

rejected election deniers, whose beliefs were rooted in 
the baseless conspiracy theory that the 2020 presidential 
election was stolen from Donald Trump. Some states are 
moving towards proactively safeguarding against election 
subversion by advancing legislation to enhance security 
and privacy protections for election workers or refocusing 
investigative efforts on improving voter access. 
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Election deniers did win key statewide and local election administration posts, as well as 
seats in state legislatures and Congress. As we demonstrate in this edition of the Report, 
the danger of a democracy crisis has not passed. In only the first few months of the 2023 
state legislative year, from January 1 through May 3, we have identified 185 bills in 38 
states that would increase the risk of election subversion—a pace roughly on par with that 
of the previous two years. This count includes bills in each of the five categories of elec-
tion-subversion legislation that we outlined in previous editions of this Report. The bills 
we have identified in early 2023 illustrate that the election-subversion threat is evolving as 
legislators develop new ways to interfere with election administration and double down 
and expand on previous trends. Many of these bills are designed to inject confusion and 
delays into the election process, which increases the likelihood of attempted subversion 
and can give rise to disinformation, further eroding public trust and confidence in election 
results. SEE CHART 1. 

These developments are cause  
for optimism. Yet we cannot  
sound the all-clear. 
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ALASKA 2 II

ARIZONA 18 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

ARKANSAS 5 IIIII

CONNECTICUT 2 II

FLORIDA 2 II

GEORGIA 5 IIIII

IDAHO 2 II

ILLINOIS 8 IIIIIIII

INDIANA 4 IIII

IOWA 3 III

KANSAS 3 III

KENTUCKY 3 III

LOUISIANA 2 II

MAINE 2 II

MINNESOTA 5 IIIII

MISSISSIPPI 8 IIIIIIII

MISSOURI 3 III

MONTANA 8 IIIIIIII

NEBRASKA 2 II

NEVADA 2 II

NEW HAMPSHIRE 3 III

NEW JERSEY 4 IIII

NEW YORK 2 II

NORTH CAROLINA 5 IIIII

NORTH DAKOTA 2 II

OHIO 1 I

OKLAHOMA 4 IIII

OREGON 3 III

PENNSYLVANIA 3 III

RHODE ISLAND 1 I

SOUTH CAROLINA 3 III

SOUTH DAKOTA 6 IIIIII

TENNESSEE 2 II

TEXAS 44 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

UTAH 2 II

VIRGINIA 5 IIIII

WEST VIRGINIA 4 IIII

WYOMING 2 II

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CHART 1

Bills introduced or under consideration as of May 3, 2023, 

that allow state legislatures to politicize, criminalize, or 

interfere with elections

In the first four months of 2023, a significant number of bills  

have been introduced that would allow legislatures to politicize,  

criminalize, or interfere with elections. The number of bills is on  

par with the number introduced in 2021 and 2022.

IN 38 STATES

IN 33 STATES

IN 32 STATES

as of May 3

2023

as of April 8

2022

as of April 6

2021

185 

229

148

Bills introduced
Bills enacted or adopted
No bills introduced

I 185 Bills Introduced 
I 15 Bills Enacted or Adopted
I 3 Bills Vetoed After Passing
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The bills included in this year’s Report show that the  

subversion threat is very much still alive:

Usurping control over election results. These bills 
would give legislators or other state officials direct 
control over election outcomes. In one extreme 
example, a bill in Texas would give the secretary 
of state power to order a new election in the state’s 
most populous county under certain circumstanc-
es.2 As of May 3, we have found three bills intro-
duced that fall into this category.

Requiring partisan or unprofessional election  

“audits” or reviews. Extending a pattern from  
2021 and 2022, legislators are considering amor-
phous post-election review schemes outside the 
professional standards of traditional post-election 
audits. These unprofessional reviews could promote 
subversion and needlessly call election outcomes 
into doubt. Some bills under consideration seek 
to review previous elections; others would intro-
duce “forensic audits”—a term with no established 
meaning among election experts—for elections in 
the future. Other “audit” bills provide pathways for 
representatives of political parties to request or ini-
tiate audits, which can become a tool to delay or cast 
doubt on the validity of election results. As of May 
3, we have found 25 bills introduced that fall into 
this category.

Seizing power over election responsibilities.  
These bills would shift election administration  
responsibilities away from professional, nonpar-
tisan officials and toward partisan actors in the  
legislature. In a growing and worrisome trend, 
some bills would block election administrators 
from complying with federal law or federal funding  
requirements without the approval of the legis-
lature—perhaps forcing those administrators to 
choose between complying with state and federal 
law. As of May 3, we have found 31 bills introduced 
that fall into this category.

Creating unworkable burdens in election  

administration. These bills would interfere with the 
basic procedures of election administration, increas-
ing the risk of chaos and delay and enabling specious 
claims of irregularity that could be a pretext for sub-
version. Accelerating trends in this category include 
bills that would block alternative sources of funding 
for already strapped election offices, bills that would 
mandate burdensome and error-prone hand counts 
of ballots, bills that would enable efforts to swamp 
election administrators with records requests, 
and bills that would hamper the ability of election  
administrators to ensure safe in-person voting. As 
of May 3, we have found 104 bills introduced that 
fall into this category.

Imposing disproportionate criminal or other  

penalties. These bills would create or expand pen-
alties for election officials in the ordinary execution 
of their jobs, including criminalizing inadvertent 
mistakes. Many of these bills would heighten the 
atmosphere of unwarranted suspicion that already 
surrounds election officials; some would create  
entirely new investigative bodies or law enforce-
ment agencies and ratchet up fear among election 
officials. As of May 3, we have found 73 bills intro-
duced that fall into this category. SEE CHART 2

1

2

3

4

5
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At the same time, election-subversion 

threats have continued outside state  

legislatures. At least eight states have 
withdrawn from the Electronic Regis-
tration Information Center (ERIC), an  
organization that helps state election  
officials maintain accurate voter rolls  
and prevent illegal voting. In Alabama, 
Missouri, and West Virginia, the ERIC 
withdrawal was initiated by a secretary 
of state who is an election denier. Until 
recently, this organization was supported 
by state election officials from across the 
country and the political spectrum, but 
it has been targeted by a relentless disin-
formation campaign. In addition, states 
face a “brain drain” as nonpartisan elec-
tion administrators, hampered by chronic  
underfunding and hounded by threats 
and harassment, leave their jobs. 

Finally, in the 2022 
election cycle, local 
election officials in at 
least five states refused 
to certify accurate  
election results. 

Each of those states’ results were ulti-
mately certified, sometimes after a court 
order, but these rogue refusals highlight a 
discouraging trend and a danger to what 
should be routine practice—the lawful  
affirmation of the will of the people.

CHART 2

State-by-state legislative interference by category

Usurping  
Control

Unprofessional  
Audits

Seizing  
Responsibility

Creating  
Burdens

Imposing  
Penalties

ALASKA X X

ARIZONA X X X X X

ARKANSAS X X

CONNECTICUT X

FLORIDA X

GEORGIA X X

IDAHO X

ILLINOIS X X

INDIANA X X X X

IOWA X X

KANSAS X X X X

KENTUCKY X X X

LOUISIANA X X X

MAINE X X

MINNESOTA X X

MISSISSIPPI X X X X

MISSOURI X X X

MONTANA X X X

NEBRASKA X X

NEVADA X

NEW HAMPSHIRE X X

NEW JERSEY X X

NEW YORK X

NORTH CAROLINA X X

NORTH DAKOTA X

OHIO X

OKLAHOMA X X

OREGON X X

PENNSYLVANIA X X X

RHODE ISLAND

SOUTH CAROLINA X X

SOUTH DAKOTA X X X X

TENNESSEE X

TEXAS X X X X X

UTAH X X

VIRGINIA X X

WEST VIRGINIA X X X

WYOMING X X X

TOTAL NUMBER of bills that  
fall into the categories

3 25 31 104 73

1 2 3 4 5

Chart 2: analyzes select bills in A Democracy Crisis in the Making
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We released the first version of this Report in the aftermath of the 2020 election.3 At that 

time, we were just a few months removed from a violent attempt to overturn the results of 

the election and were just beginning to recognize the ongoing and substantial role that 

election conspiracy theories and election denialism would play in our political system. In 

short, it was becoming increasingly evident that the attempt to subvert the 2020 election 

was not an anomaly in the history of our democracy but rather part of a sustained movement 

to introduce confusion and disruption into the election process and undermine confidence 

in our elections.

II.  INTRODUCTION

It soon became clear that state legislatures would be  
important in determining the health of our democracy— 
capable of mitigating or exacerbating the subversion 
threat. In our initial Report, we described a disturbing 
trend of state legislatures attempting to change election 
law in ways that would undermine our election system 
and make it far easier for partisan actors to interfere with 
or manipulate the results—or even to overturn the will 

of the voters outright. Over the last two years, as we have  
released new versions of this Report and interim updates, 
that trend has evolved, but it has not abated. During  
the 2021 and 2022 state legislative sessions, we tracked 
nearly 400 legislative proposals that we assessed would, 
if passed into law, increase the risk of election subversion  
directly or indirectly.
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Reflecting on the 2022 midterms and the state of American democracy, there certainly have been some positive devel-
opments that give reasons for optimism. In the 2022 midterm elections, voters in critical states overwhelmingly rejected 
election denier candidates who were running for statewide offices with some responsibility for administering or certifying 
elections.4 And, with a few notable exceptions, those losing candidates quickly conceded defeat.5 Furthermore, in several 
states that were hotbeds of legislative activity that would have increased the risk of election subversion, the composition 
of the legislature has changed such that their new majorities reject election denialism.6 As we said in our December 2022 
Report update: “the decreased likelihood of subversion legislation being passed and the decreased likelihood of state  
executive branch officials engaging in subversion even if the legislature encourages it...reduce the risk of election subver-
sion in the 2024 election.”7

Many of the bills that we have tracked in previous versions of the Report have not become law. And of those that have—a 
total of 56 new laws enacted in 26 states in 2021 and 2022—none led to a full on crisis in the midterms, at least from  
a subversion perspective. (Whether recently enacted legislation had an impact on the ability of voters to cast their votes 
is outside the scope of this Report.)

First, the election denial movement is not going away.8  
Disinformation about our elections continues to flood the 
system, and a significant percentage of Americans sub-
scribe to election conspiracy theories.9 Some of the most 
notable purveyors of disinformation remain prominent 
in power and in our politics—including in statehouses,10 
Congress,11 and state party leadership.12 And notably, for-
mer President Trump—who is running for president again 
in 2024—continues to reject the results of the 2020 presi-
dential election. Disinformation and conspiracy theories 
are providing fuel to state legislatures as they continue to 
propose (and in some cases pass) the type of legislation 
that led us to begin tracking this activity more than two 
years ago. As detailed in this Report, legislatures in 38 
states have proposed 185 bills that, if enacted, would in-
crease the risk of election subversion in 2024 and beyond. 
So the trend that we have documented has not yet run its 
course, and it is far too early for those of us who care about 
the health of our democracy to declare victory.

Second, although most election deniers were unsuccessful  

in their bids to take over election administration in some 

key states, they did win statewide office in a handful of 

less closely watched states.13 And many election deniers 
were elected to state legislatures, to Congress, and to  
local positions with some control over election admin-
istration (such as county and local clerk positions).14  
Even without new legislation, we can expect that some of 
these election deniers will abuse their authority in ways 
that we have already seen and that increase the risk of 
subversion, such as by engaging in irregular hand counts 
or unprofessional “audits,”15 empowering aggressive poll 
watchers,16 or refusing to certify election results (especially 
at the county level).17 This problem could be exacerbated 
by some of the legislation tracked in this Report.

Despite these positive developments, we believe that  
tracking legislative proposals that would increase the risk  
of election subversion is imperative for at least five reasons.
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Third, although laws enacted in 2021 and 2022 did not 

lead to a crisis in the 2022 election, that does not mean that 

they had no effect at all. To the contrary, there is good rea-
son to believe that some of the challenges in administering 
the 2022 election in certain jurisdictions were attributable 
at least in part to new burdens placed on election admin-
istrators without a corresponding increase in staffing or  
financial resources.18 And laws increasing the risk of  
election subversion remain on the books for 2024 and will 
undoubtedly be joined by others described in this Report. 
With each election, there is a risk that these laws will be 
used by anti-democratic actors to manipulate the results 
or overturn the will of the voters.

Fourth, even if many of the proposals described in this 

and previous reports never become law, it is important to 

understand how subversion legislation propagates (and 

repropagates) disinformation cycles. To this day, a signif-
icant percentage of Americans19 believe false information 
about the 2020 and 2022 elections. This disinformation 
cycle sustains the election denial movement, which leads 
to more threats and propels the resignations of election  
officials. Legislation continues to give legitimacy to base-
less claims of election fraud and those promoting and  
profiting off the lie.

Fifth, the legislative proposals tracked in this Report also  

reveal how trends in the election denial movement are 

translating into action. For example, before the 2022 elec-
tion, we recognized an uptick in legislation that would 
require all ballots to be counted by hand, driven by de-
bunked conspiracy theories that election equipment used 
to count votes was rigged against Donald Trump in 2020.20 
Although none of these bills became law, hand-counting of 
ballots did indeed become an issue during the midterms.21 
We expect to see some of the legislative trends described in 
this Report become an issue as the 2024 election approach-
es. One trend worth keeping a close eye on is bills that 
would require a new election if certain conditions are met. 
(See Section III.A, “Usurping control over election results.”)

The election-subversion trend has drawn significant attention in academic and media circles in the last two years.22  
A number of organizations, in addition to ours, also track proposed legislation that would increase the risk of subversion, 
among them the Voting Rights Lab and the Brennan Center for Justice.23

This scrutiny has made a difference, most importantly  
by better informing the electorate about the trend,  
so that voters incorporated it into their decision making  
in the 2022 midterm elections.24 

In addition, the recent focus on election subversion has led to a renewed interest in supporting and improving the nation’s 
election administration personnel and infrastructure. A recent report by the National Task Force on Election Crises lays 
out a number of positive steps that state and federal legislators can take both to forestall subversion efforts and to improve 
elections.25 Its recommendations include ensuring consistently adequate funding for election equipment and personnel, up-
dating election statutes to deal with emergency situations in more orderly and depoliticized ways, and making vital changes  
to procedures to conform with the revised federal Electoral Count Act governing the upcoming presidential election.26
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Defining Election Subversion
Given the wide interest in election subversion from the me-
dia, researchers, and lawyers, it is not surprising that one 
can find varying definitions of “election subversion” (also 
sometimes referred to as “election sabotage”). This Report 
has always focused on legislative initiatives that increase 
the risk that the purported outcome of an election does 
not reflect the choice of the voters. As we have explained in 
previous Reports, although a few of the bills that we have 
tracked would explicitly allow state legislatures or other 
actors to overturn the will of voters—what we sometimes 
refer to as direct subversion—the vast majority do not. 

Bills that indirectly make subversion more likely are far 
more prevalent. A more probable scenario is a relatively 
close election, followed by efforts to create confusion and 
doubt about the results. Partisan actors could then claim 
that the true will of the voters cannot be determined, and 
engineer the outcome of their choice. That being said, as 
discussed later in this Report, this legislative session has 
seen an increase in bills pushed by election deniers that 
would nullify election results if certain conditions are met. 
These bills are closely related to some of the direct subver-
sion bills that we’ve seen in the past, in that they would 
allow the will of the voters to be disregarded.

For the last two years, this Report has focused on five 
particular ways that the risk of subversion is exacerbated  
by legislative proposals.27 Election outcomes that respect 
the democratic will of the voters are threatened by laws 
that require or enable: (1) partisan legislative usurpation of 

control over election results; (2) partisan or unprofessional 

election “audits” or reviews; (3) partisan legislative seizure 

of power over election responsibilities; (4) the creation of 

unworkable burdens in election administration; and (5) the 

imposition of disproportionate criminal or other penalties 

around elections.

 

As of May 3, 2023, we have 
identified 185 bills of concern in 
38 states. A total of 15 bills have 
been enacted or adopted and 
three have been vetoed (with 
several states still in the midst  
of their legislative sessions).  

This is roughly on par with the number of measures we 
identified in 2021 and 2022 at approximately the same 
point in state legislative calendars.

Note on Methodology
Each year, state legislators introduce thousands of bills 
related to elections. One organization, Voting Rights Lab, 
currently tracks almost 1,800 election-related bills under 
consideration by legislatures this year, and that number is 
likely to rise. To create this Report, we relied on the Vot-
ing Rights Lab database and supplemented it with other 
legislative proposals that we discovered via independent 
research.28 We included legislation introduced between 
January 1 and May 3, 2023. The States United Democracy  
Center, Protect Democracy, and Law Forward worked 
together to analyze each proposal to determine whether  
it would—if adopted—materially increase the risk of  
election subversion, and to filter out those that we con-
cluded did not meet that criterion. A complete list of the 
bills that fall within the scope of this Report is included in 
the Appendix.
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A.  Usurping control over election results
In the previous legislative cycle (2021-2022), a handful of 
states considered and ultimately rejected bills that would 
have given legislators more direct control over election 
outcomes, allowing lawmakers to reject the will of the  
voters. This year, legislators have introduced three bills that 
could provide state and local officials with similar oppor-
tunities to usurp election results. 

For example, the Texas legislature (with Republican major-
ities) has proposed multiple bills that would give statewide 
officials greater control over larger counties—functionally 
creating separate rules for Harris County, which includes 
Houston, where a concentration of the state’s Democratic  
voters reside. H.B. 5082 allows the secretary of state to 
order new elections in counties with a population over 
1 million (which applies to only six of the 254 counties 
in Texas, including Harris County) when there is “good 
cause” to believe that 2 percent of polling places ran out of 
usable ballots during voting hours and did not receive re-
placements within an hour. Texas S.B. 1993 was originally  
a companion bill to H.B. 5082 but was revised in com-

mittee to provide the secretary of state with this authority 
only in counties with a population of 2.7 million or more 
(which only applies to Harris County). Both of these bills 
create routes for the secretary of state, who is appointed by 
the governor and is affiliated with one party, to order new 
elections in certain counties (including some where voters  
predominately support another party). This structure 
can give rise to partisan manipulation and subversion of  
election results.

ELECTION SUBVERSION RISK

III.  HOW STATE LEGISLATURES ARE INCREASING  
THE RISK OF ELECTION SUBVERSION 

IN TEXAS, HB 5082 AND SB 1993  
create routes for the secretary of  
state to order new elections in certain 
counties—including some where  
voters predominantly support a  
different party than the one of the  
current secretary of state and  
the governor who appointed her.
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B.  Requiring partisan or unprofessional  
election “audits” or reviews 
After the 2020 presidential election, many state legislatures 
launched expansive (and expensive) efforts to reexamine 
the 2020 election results, with the aim of propagating the 
false narrative that the election was stolen from former 
President Trump.29 In the previous legislative cycle (2021-
2022), many states considered legislation to institute new, 
amorphous or partisan reviews or “audit” schemes for fu-
ture elections, which could promote election subversion. 
This style of “audit” stands in sharp contrast to the pro-
fessional audits30 that many states employ to detect any 
irregularities or discrepancies in the results.31 These states  
conducted their standard audits after the 2022 election, 
which resoundingly confirmed the integrity and accuracy 
of the election results.32

As of May 3, 2023, state legislatures have considered 
25 bills that would shift some election administration  
responsibilities to the control of the legislature. In the 2023  
legislative session, “audit” bills have taken a variety of 
forms. There are still backward-looking bills seeking to 
audit previous elections: 

•   Arizona: S.B. 1471 requires Maricopa County  
and permits Pima County and Pinal County to  
retabulate ballots from the 2022 election.

•   New Hampshire: H.B. 599 authorizes a “full  
forensic audit” of the November 2022 election.

•  Virginia: S.B. 1316 and S.B. 605 authorize a 2020 
election “audit.”

Arizona is considering its own bill that would also empower a potentially partisan statewide official to take over local  
election administration on flimsy grounds. S.B. 1695 prohibits local election officials, such as the board of supervisors, 
county recorder, or county election officer, from canvassing the election if an election official has violated any election 
law (even minor violations of state law or a provision of the Election Procedures Manual) and if voters submit affidavits 
alleging disenfranchisement. If a court receives the requisite number of affidavits, it must order the canvass delayed and 
appoint a special master to review the affidavits and examine the facts. If the court declares a “failed election,” the court 
can order a new election. One grounds for alleging disenfranchisement under S.B. 1695 is if a voter waits more than 90 
minutes outside a voting location. Although requiring election officials to follow election laws is essential (and preventing 
voters from waiting too long to cast ballots is a valuable goal), this law is structured in a way that creates a pretext for a 
special master to take over from regular election administrators and potentially overturn the will of the voters. 

Other bills expand which entities can request an election 
“audit” and introduce “forensic audits” into state statutes. 
A “forensic audit” of election results is a vague concept 
that does not have a recognized meaning among election  
experts and official auditors. The risk of these proposals  
is that they will lead to “audits” that do not adhere to 
best practices and instead are fuel for disinformation and  
distrust of election results.

•   Alaska: H.B. 132 and S.B. 1 allow the Legislative 
Council, which is composed of 14 state legislators, 
to “contract with and appoint technical subject 
matter experts to conduct full forensic audits of 
election data, algorithms, software, and equipment, 
including precinct tabulators, storage devices,  
voting machines, and vote tally systems.” 

•   Arizona: H.B. 2078 allows candidates, chairs of 
county political parties, and chairs of ballot mea-
sure political committees to request a post-election 
investigation that can culminate in an audit by the 
secretary of state. The legislation does not set forth 
in statute a standard or basis that these individuals 
must have before initiating this request. 

•   Indiana: S.B. 262 requires the secretary of state to 
enter into contracts with an independent “forensic”  
imaging company to complete a full “forensic  
audit” of certain elections.

•   Minnesota: H.B. 1952 and S.B. 905 allow political 
parties to request a “forensic audit” after the state-
wide canvass, choose whether to request a specific 
or general audit, and be consulted in the selection 
of the independent organization conducting the  
forensic audit. 
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•   New York: S.B. 2335 and A.B. 876 shift the standard  
for requesting a voting machine audit from the full 
Board of Elections, whose members are equally  
bipartisan, to allow just one board member to 
make the request. Accordingly, such an audit can 
be pursued with the unilateral support of one  
political party.

•   South Carolina: H.B. 4259 grants county political 
party chairs and governing bodies of each county  
the authority to investigate the election with a  
“forensic audit,” a full hand recount, and a post- 
election audit of paper ballots for 22 months after 
the election.

•   Texas: H.B. 589, similarly to the Arizona bills 
described above, allows certain individuals  
(candidates, county political chairs, presiding or 
alternative presiding judges, or ballot measure  
political committee members) to request a post- 
election investigation that can culminate in an  
audit by the secretary of state, without setting 
forth in statute the initial standard or basis these  
individuals must have for initiating the request. 
The secretary of state can also issue civil penalties 
against county clerks under this law.

•   Virginia: S.B. 1316 and S.B 605 allow for a  
“forensic audit” at the request of “any elected  
official representing individuals in that county or 
city or of any election official who worked in the 
election in question or upon a petition signed  
by at least 1,000 residents of the county or city.”  
A jury of randomly selected residents is then  
presented with the audit results and has the power 
to declare the “validity or invalidity” of the election 
based on the evidence, which will void “invalid”  
election results. 

IN 2023, states continue to  
introduce legislation aimed at  
auditing previous election cycles  
and introduce vague “forensic  
audits” into state statute.
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TAKEOVERS OF LOCAL ELECTION BOARDS 

In 2021, one of the earliest signals that the subversion tide 
was rising came from Georgia, where the state enacted 
several bills that, among other things, enabled partisan 
takeovers of county election boards through statewide 
legislation as well as bills restructuring specific counties’ 
election boards.33 This year, the legislature passed addi-
tional bills that restructure six county election boards: Ben 
Hill (H.B. 736); Cherokee (H.B. 642, H.B. 644); Columbia 
(H.B. 730); Schley (H.B. 710); Screven (S.B. 277); and Ware 
(H.B. 422).34 Although the restructuring of county boards 
is not inherently inappropriate and these bills appear neu-
tral on the face of their statutory text, the track record from 
last year’s bills35—combined with the immediate impact of 
this year’s bill targeting Ware County—demonstrates that 
these bills have provided pathways for altering the racial 
composition and skewing the bipartisan distribution of the 
members of the boards.36

This year, other state legislatures are following Georgia’s 
example. In Texas, a number of proposals target specific 
counties and Harris County (which includes Houston) 
in particular. One, S.B. 1933, allows the secretary of state 
to impose administrative oversight of a county office if  
a complaint is filed with them and if the secretary has 
good cause to believe that there is a recurring pattern of  
problems. In Pennsylvania, S.B. 603 would put a board with 
a substantial number of legislatively appointed members 
in charge of creating an elections manual for the counties, 
which can limit the discretion of election officials. And  
it would then require that the manual be submitted to  
the legislature. 
 

ELECTION SUBVERSION RISK

C.  Seizing power over  
election responsibilities
In 2023, 14 state legislatures have considered 31 bills that 
would shift some election administration responsibil-
ities to the control of the legislature as of May 3. These 
efforts undermine professional and nonpartisan election  
administration and potentially empower partisan actors to 
interfere with the process or create chaos and uncertainty.
 

We have detected several persistent trends from 2020 
through today in how legislatures attempt to alter the  
balance of power from professional executive branch  
officials to the more partisan legislative branch. 

GEORGIA, TEXAS, AND PENNSYLVANIA 
have proposed bills that enable  
partisan takeovers or restructuring  
of county election boards.
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STATE LEGISLATIVE CONTROL OVER IMPLEMENTING  

FEDERAL AND STATE REQUIREMENTS

One related cluster of proposals would give legislatures 
authority over how election officials implement relevant 
federal election statutes or would assert that legislatures 
have power to approve or reject rules and regulations  
issued by state executive branch officials. In Kansas, S.B. 
260 requires that the Legislative Coordinating Council  
review all proposed rules or regulations regarding vote 
canvassing and poll closing procedures. The legislature can 

then revoke or reject the rules or regulations at any time. 

In Arizona, disputes over the secretary of state’s manual 
on election procedures have been ongoing since 2020, and 
boiled over into litigation in 2022.37 As a result, the 2022 
election was conducted without the benefit of a revised  
authorized version of the manual with up-to-date, detailed 
instructions on how counties were to conduct elections.38 
In 2023, the Arizona legislature is considering a proposal  
that prolongs the unrest regarding the manual. Arizona 
S.B. 1213 gives the legislature’s Joint Audit Committee the 
power to review, approve, or reject the manual.
 
One newer trend in this vein has emerged this year.39 Four 
states are considering virtually identical proposals that 
would bar election administrators from implementing fed-
eral election laws or directives or accepting federal funding 
without legislative acquiescence.40 Of course, state election 
officials must comply with federal laws regardless of the 
state legislature’s actions. These proposals would place 

state election officials in the untenable position of violating 

state law in order to comply with federal law.

 

LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION OF ELECTION TASKS

Other proposals would have the legislature itself conduct 
some election tasks. For example, Alaska S.B. 1 and H.B. 
132 both would have the Legislative Council appoint peo-
ple to conduct full “forensic audits” of virtually all election 
equipment, including election data, algorithms, and soft-
ware. And in Montana, H.B. 905 would have created an 
“election security team” with half of its members appoint-
ed by legislative leaders. The team would have been tasked 
with conducting a full hand count of elections within one 
year of each election, thereby providing partisan legislators 
the means to co-administer a crucial election task.
 
Similarly, legislatures’ ability to approve of or participate 
in election-related litigation has been a frequent subject 
of proposed bills. A number of proposals this year would  
inject legislatures into lawsuits, allowing them to stop  
professional election administrators from overseeing and 
setting litigation priorities and settling cases.41

 
LIMITING ELECTION OFFICIALS’ ABILITY   

TO RESPOND TO EMERGENCIES

Finally, multiple states have proposed bills that would 
constrain the ability of election officials to respond to or 
adapt to emergencies. In the 2021-2022 legislative session, 
these proposals were relatively common as legislatures 
reacted to the many ways election officials dealt with the 
COVID-19 emergency. Thus far in this legislative session, 
several legislatures have considered proposals that would 
tie the hands of election administrators to respond flexibly 
to exigent circumstances. These, if adopted, could magnify 

the risk of election chaos if an emergency were to occur. 

In some cases, the constraints are broad. For example, in 
Indiana, H.B. 1505 prohibits the governor from making 
any changes to elections in the midst of a declared emer-
gency. Others allow some flexibility while limiting officials’ 
emergency response. For example, in Kansas, under one 
proposal (S.B. 262), the secretary of state would be barred 
from making any determination or issuing any rules or 
regulations in the 30 days before an election unless the  
legislature has approved an emergency.42
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D.  Creating unworkable burdens  
in election administration 
A trend that gained popularity in 2022 and continues 
through 2023 is legislation that makes elections more 
difficult to administer by imposing new unworkable bur-
dens on local election administrators. While the legislative  
proposals vary, the through line is that these proposals 
would increase the risk of chaos and delay, which opens 
the window for specious claims of fraud or irregularities 
that could serve as a pretext for election subversion.43

As we’ve noted in our past reports, although it is appropriate  
for state legislatures to set the rules for an election, it is not 
appropriate for legislatures to intrude into the minutiae  
of election administration in a way that makes elections 
unworkable and thus renders the results far more diffi-
cult to finalize. These proposals are typically fueled by 
disinformation about election administration and voting  
procedures, rather than by expertise in professional, non-
partisan election administration. 

Thirty-one state legislatures have proposed or passed 104 
bills this legislative session in this category. This category  
includes bills that would limit the ability of election  
officials to address funding shortfalls by accepting non-
profit or other funding to support election administration; 
constrain election officials’ ability to respond to partisan 
poll watchers who harass or intimidate election officials or 
voters; and require all ballots to be hand counted, which 
would dramatically increase the error rate and create  
extensive delays. We have also seen the emergence of a new 
subcategory this year: bills that would expand the ability  
of election deniers to overburden local election offices with 
an excessive volume of records requests and demands for 
public inspection of ballots.

STATE LEGISLATURES  
have proposed or  
passed 104 bills this  
legislative session that  

create unworkable burdens in  
election administration.

31
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BANS ON ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF FUNDING

Since the 2020 election, 24 states have enacted legislation 
that targets third-party sources of funding for election 
administration—including banning it completely.44 This 
trend started after the  Center for Tech and Civic Life, a 
nonprofit that works to modernize U.S. elections, granted 
opt-in philanthropic funding for local election administra-
tion to local election offices so they could safely administer 
elections during the COVID-19 pandemic. This funding 
went to jurisdictions representing voters across the polit-
ical spectrum, with 2,500 election departments receiving 
funding across 47 states.45

Supporters of the ban have argued, contrary to the  
evidence, that the private money donated to local election 
offices improperly influenced electoral outcomes. These 
efforts have been fueled by false narratives about the 2020 
and 2022 elections46 and come as election officials raise the 
alarm about inadequate election funding.

Although it would be better if private funding for elec-
tion administration were not necessary, U.S. election  
infrastructure is chronically underfunded, often forcing  
election officials to stretch their limited resources to run 
safe, smooth, and secure elections.47 Outright bans on  
alternative sources of funding, without accompanying in-
creases in state or federal investment, lead to increased risk 
of crises because elections are harder to administer without 
proper funding to purchase and maintain adequate voting 
equipment, hire and train personnel, and provide a safe 
and secure environment for those personnel and voters. 

For example, this year Georgia passed into law S.B. 222, 

which makes it a felony for local election workers or  

government officials to solicit or accept private funds to  

cover the cost of running elections. While Georgia lawmak-

ers had already passed a ban on county election boards’  

directly receiving outside funding in 2021, lawmakers 

took this additional legislative step after DeKalb County 

received a $2 million grant in early 2023 that the county 

subsequently allocated to its elections office.48 Arkansas,49 

Idaho,50 and Montana51 recently enacted similar bans. 

STATES HAVE ENACTED 
legislation that targets 
third-party sources  
of funding for election  

administration—including banning it 
completely—since the 2020 election. 

24
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RESTRICTIONS ON VOTING MACHINES AND MANDATORY HAND-COUNTING OF VOTES

Starting in 2022, we began to see statehouses consider proposals requiring hand-counting 
of ballots in all elections, based on false claims that voting machines were used to manipu-
late the outcome of the 2020 election.52 This legislative trend has increased in 2023. 

Although targeted hand counts can be an important tool for post-election recounts and 
audits, mandatory hand counts of larger jurisdictions, or even entire states, would be 
nearly impossible to administer, dramatically less accurate than machine tallies, and ripe 
for creating delay and sowing chaos. Indeed, experts have found hand counts to be both  
extremely slow and error-prone.53 In addition to introducing errors, the extreme delay 
itself creates a risk of election subversion, especially if it means the results will not be  
certified by the relevant statutory deadlines.

Moreover, restrictions and outright bans on voting machines could be costly for taxpayers.  
In Shasta County, California (approximate population 182,000), a push to replace  
voting machines with a hand-count system could cost an additional $4 million over  

two years.55 In Texas, the 2021 election overhaul bill S.B. 1 mandated the state purchase  

voting technology that does not yet exist, which could arguably force some counties to 

hand-count ballots.56

In several states, bills such as Arizona H.B. 2307, South Carolina 
H.B. 3162, and Virginia S.B. 884 have been introduced that  
would ban the use of machines to tabulate votes and instead  
mandate hand counts. Arizona H.B. 2100 would require all ballots 
to be counted by hand with returns posted within 24 hours after  
the polls close, which experts assess would be a physical and  
technical impossibility. 
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LIMITING ELECTION ADMINISTRATORS’ ABILITY TO ENSURE SAFE IN-PERSON VOTING

In general, observers and poll watchers, whether nonpartisan or affiliated with a political 
party, are common and appropriate at in-person voting locations.57 They can ensure that 
election procedures are followed, report problems to voting rights hotlines, and improve 
confidence in elections.58 As standard practice, their conduct and access is circumscribed 
to ensure that they do not interfere with or intimidate voters or otherwise hinder election 
administrators as they do their jobs to ensure a safe and secure voting environment.59 But 
state legislators have introduced bills that would effectively create more opportunities to 
harass poll workers and voters alike. In Pennsylvania, S.B. 516 would expand who may 
serve as poll watchers by allowing anyone registered to vote in Pennsylvania to serve any-
where in the state. In the 2020 election, election deniers spread disinformation about cities 
like Philadelphia that are either majority Black or have large Black populations, question-
ing the legitimacy of their votes,60 which caused some tense moments at the central count 
facilities.61 If this bill were to become law, one can imagine a situation where out-of-town 
poll watchers would target cities like Philadelphia, observing elections with preconceived 
notions of fraud that could lead to disruptive behavior. 

The discretion to make on-the-ground decisions responsive  
to real-time, specific issues at voting locations has traditionally 
been vested with local election officials—including by requiring  
observers to stop certain behaviors, restricting their movement,  
or ejecting misbehaving observers.62 But legislation in West  
Virginia, Oklahoma, and South Dakota would disempower  
election officials from removing disruptive poll watchers and  
would increase the penalties for doing so.63
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E.  Imposing disproportionate criminal or other penalties
Seventy-three bills introduced or enacted so far in 2023 in 26 state legislatures would  
impose new criminal and civil penalties on election officials for routine activities or minor 
errors that normally would not result in serious punishment. These proposals increase the 
risk of subversion by making it harder for election officials to properly administer elections 
and provide a safe environment for staff and voters, given their fears of legal repercus-
sions.64 This is one factor driving unprecedented numbers of experienced election officials 
to leave their posts since the 2020 election, compounded by increased harassment and 
threats (see Section IV, “Subversion beyond the statehouses”).65

We’ve identified two trends within this category of legislation. The first trend is proposals  

that create new penalties or expand existing penalties for election officials performing 

their jobs and for the minor, inadvertent mistakes that can occur in that process. The  

second trend is proposals to create new investigative bodies or mechanisms that over- 

criminalize election administration. Although criminal and civil penalties are sometimes 
warranted for improper behavior, the proposals we have identified dramatically escalate 
the criminalization of election administration with no apparent need or benefit. When 
new legislation creates a fear of criminal or civil penalties, the expense of legal fees  
for defense, exorbitant fines, and so on, seasoned election officials are more likely to join 
hundreds of their peers in leaving the field altogether—which will truly imperil the admin-
istration of our elections.66

RATCHETING UP EXISTING LAW 

Some bills introduced and enacted in 2023 expand or increase civil and criminal penalties, 
which are particularly concerning when they create significant criminal or civil liability 
for vaguely defined conduct. For example, Indiana H.B. 1336 creates a chilling effect by 
allowing absentee board members to be assessed a penalty, and potentially removed, if 
they fail to perform any of their prescribed duties, regardless of the scope or magnitude of 
the failure. 

Other bills create criminal or civil penalties for attempting to comply with federal laws. 
For example, Missouri S.B. 235 requires local election officials to give 30 days’ notice to 

the General Assembly before implementing new federal election guidance and further  

requires the General Assembly to approve the new guidance. A local election official  

faces a $5,000 fine for implementing federal guidance that has not been approved by  

the legislature.67 This would put election officials in an impossible scenario under which 
they would potentially violate federal law if they fail to implement federal guidance, or 
violate state law and incur a $5,000 fine. 
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AUTHORIZING CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS  

WITHOUT SUFFICIENT BASIS 

This second trend includes proposals that increase law  
enforcement’s role in elections, escalate surveillance of 
election officials by establishing procedures for burden-
some post-election investigations, and create investigative 
units specifically to pursue supposed election violations. 
Without evidence that additional enforcement or penalties 
are necessary, these provisions feed conspiracy theories 
that American elections are not securely administered. 
They also create significant costs, in both time and money, 
for election officials and others charged to defend them-
selves from significant liability. 

Some bills expand the role of law enforcement in elec-
tions and create a labyrinth of post-election investigations.  
For example, Arizona H.B. 2078 would create a Byzantine  

process through which candidates, party chairs, and others  

could request an explanation and documentation of any 

activity that “appears to violate the statutes” and require 

response from the election official within 20 days of the  

initial request. Similarly, in Texas, H.B. 5234 would  
establish a procedure under which elections could not be 
certified before a 30-day period, explicitly including time 
for any individual voter to file a suit to resolve an unde-
fined “error” and remove officials who refuse to correct  
said “error.” 

We have already seen the resulting chaos from a surge 
in public records requests following elections, which  
frequently seek large volumes of records or require signifi-
cant staff resources to search, compile, and produce them.68 
These requests overwhelm election officials (who are often 
volunteers), fuel baseless claims of voter fraud, and even 
threaten election security as potentially sensitive informa-
tion about voting systems is made public. Making it easy  

for bad-faith actors to request months’ worth of documen-
tation may make it nearly impossible for these officials to 
perform their jobs, and may even drive them to leave their 
positions. Officials may have to choose between defending 
themselves from spurious requests, incurring significant 
fines and penalties for not responding,69 and continuing to 
administer safe and secure elections. 

Several bills that are part of this trend include provisions 
authorizing completely new law enforcement units to in-
vestigate election-related crimes. For example, Arkansas 

H.B. 1513 establishes an “Election Integrity Unit” within  

the office of the attorney general. This unit is based on  

Florida’s Election Crimes Task Force, which has already 

been subject to enormous controversy for failing to  

produce any evidence of the scale of election crimes that 

it promised to uncover.70 In Florida, S.B. 4 will expand 
the jurisdiction of statewide prosecutors to make it easier 
to bring cases at the state level with a more specific list of 
election-related crimes, despite the fact that 0.000677 per-
cent of voters in the state are even suspected of committing 
election fraud.71

Given the extreme rarity of election law violations, these 
increases in law enforcement’s scope and resources are 
unnecessary. And if the new units choose to focus their 
efforts on election officials under new laws criminalizing 
various aspects of election administration, the threat of 
prosecution and unfounded litigation will likely lead even 
more conscientious officials to leave their jobs. 
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While this Report’s primary focus is on legislative trends that increase the risk of election 

subversion, it is also worth noting some non-legislative trends, as they are fueled by the 

same conspiracy theories and actors. We describe several non-exhaustive examples to 

highlight the threat posed by these actions and how, when coupled with similar legislative 

efforts, they can increase the subversion risk and contribute to deteriorating confidence in 

the electoral system.

IV.   SUBVERSION BEYOND THE STATEHOUSES  

A.  Disinformation leads to ERIC withdrawals 
A particularly concerning trend in 2023 has been states 
withdrawing from the Electronic Registration Information 
Center (ERIC). Governed by its member states, ERIC is a 
“nonprofit, nonpartisan membership organization created  
by and comprised of state election officials” to help elec-
tion officials across the country maintain accurate and 
complete voting rolls and help prevent and detect illegal 
voting.72 Until recently, ERIC was widely supported by 
state election officials from a geographically and politically 
diverse cross-sector of states.73 However, after the program 
was targeted by disinformation campaigns falsely alleging 

that the organization is funded by George Soros and is  
an effort to register more Democratic voters (among 
other false claims), eight states withdrew from ERIC.74  
Additional states, such as Alaska and Texas, are also  
considering withdrawing from ERIC, while California is 
considering joining.75

The decision of each of the states to withdraw from ERIC 
has led to widespread, bipartisan criticism from election 
officials in other ERIC-member states.76 Georgia’s Repub-
lican secretary of state, Brad Raffensperger, condemned 
these states, saying that in “[r]eacting to disinformation 
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they’ve hurt their own state & others while undermining 
voter confidence.”77 Republican Utah Lieutenant Governor 
Deidre Henderson, who serves as the state’s chief elec-
tion official, also voiced support for ERIC, stating it had 
“served Utah and its member states well.”78 Democratic 
Maine Secretary of State Shenna Bellows “described the 
work ERIC does as ‘technical and boring’ but an important 
part of the ‘backbone’ of American elections.”79 She also 
expressed concern about the departures being a “product 
of disinformation” that has “made ERIC a lightning rod in 
some circles.”80 Indeed, several of the officials from with-
drawing states recently cited ERIC as being vital to secure  
their elections.81

While 22 states and the District of Columbia remain in 
the program, this trend is worrisome because, as each de-
parting state pulls its voter data from ERIC, the remaining 
member states have fewer records to cross-check against 
their own voter rolls.82 This means that both in the 2024 
election and beyond, election officials could be missing 
an additional tool in their election administration and  
enforcement toolbox. Although some departing states have 
pledged to use or create a similar tool, no such alternative 
exists, and a previous attempt to create one failed badly.83  

Moreover, these departures demonstrate how quickly  
disinformation can fuel abandonment of well-respected 
and established election administration procedures. 

DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA

Withdrawing from ERIC
Remaining in ERIC
Considering withdrawing
Considering joining

AS OF JUNE 2, 2023 
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B.  Brain drain of election officials
Professional election administration by election officials 
at all levels of government has been critical to ensuring 
the integrity and accuracy of America’s elections. Election  
officials across the country have endured significant chal-
lenges in recent election cycles, including but not limited 
to shortage of election workers,84 cyber security concerns,85 
insufficient financial resources to strengthen and mod-
ernize election infrastructure,86 harassment and threats,87  
and misinformation about their work and role in adminis-
tering elections.88

As the nation heads into the 2024 election cycle, in which 
races will range from the local election clerk to the Pres-
ident, the country faces the prospect that a significant  
number of election officials will have recently left their 
posts or will leave during this election cycle.89 An April 
2023 survey by the Brennan Center90 found that 11 percent 
of current election officials are “very or somewhat likely 
to leave” their posts before the November 2024 election.91  
As a result, this pivotal election cycle will be administered 
by many new or interim election officials, who may face 
additional hurdles while having less experience in election 
administration.92

•   The chief election official in Texas’ third most pop-

ulous county, Heider Garcia, announced in April 

2023 that he would leave his post after five years of  

service.93 He has been subjected to harassment and 

death threats since the 2020 election.94 This resig-

nation came on the heels of the county’s new election 

judge—who has trafficked in 2020 election misinfor-

mation95—debuting an election integrity task force.96

•   Two months before the 2022 midterm election, all 

three election officials in the Texas county of Gilles-

pie (population approximately 27,000) departed, 

with one citing the death threats she received in 

the 2020 election cycle as a contributing factor.97  

As of April 2023, the county has yet to hire a perma-

nent replacement.98

•   After the election administrator in Harris County,  

Texas’ most populous county, departed in March 

2022, her appointed successor took over in late  

August 2022 and 10 weeks later administered  

the November 2022 election.99 After receiving  

partisan criticism for his work, his office is now the 

target of state legislation (S.B. 1750) that would 

eliminate it.100

•   In Hood County in North Texas, an election admin-

istrator with 14 years of experience, Michele Carew, 

resigned because of hounding by supporters  

of former President Trump and moved into the  

private sector.101 Carew was brought into this role 

just two and half months before the 2020 presiden-

tial election and received “assurances from the Texas 

secretary of state that she was complying with Texas 

election rules.”102 Despite Trump winning the county 

with 81 percent of the vote, “the local GOP executive 

committee issued warnings to Republican officials 

who defended Carew.”103

TEXAS SPOTLIGHT

!
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The significant number of departing election officials raises the question of who will 
serve as their replacements.104 The county election judge in Tarrant County, Texas, has 
not ruled out considering an election denier for the newly vacated position.105 In Cochise 
County, Arizona, an election administrator who had served five years left after refusing 
to conduct the illegal hand count of the November 2022 election, which was demanded  
by the board of supervisors.106 The board hired a replacement who has promoted false 
voter-fraud and voting-machine claims on his social media accounts.107

Less experienced and under-resourced election officials may not have the depth of  
experience to quickly catch mistakes. For example, in Pinal County, Arizona, the new 
county election director took over an office in March 2022 that employed only one staffer 
when there should have been five full-time employees.108 During the election four months 
later, a ballot-printing problem resulted in municipal races’ being omitted from 60,000 
primary ballots across seven communities.109 This was a result of a staff error that went 
undetected for too long.110

The combination of experienced election officials departing their posts in significant  
numbers, the challenges of hiring qualified, nonpartisan replacements, and the lack of  
sustained financial investment in elections, as well as complex or vague new laws regu-
lating the duties of election officials, may pave the way for election subversion in future 
election cycles. 

In Cochise County, Arizona, the election administrator who  
had served five years left after refusing to conduct the  
illegal hand count of the November 2022 election demanded  
by the board of supervisors. The board hired a replacement  
who has promoted false voter fraud and voting machine claims  
on his social media accounts.
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C.  Local officials’ refusal to  
certify election results
The long cycle of an election concludes when the official 
tally of votes is certified as the state’s conclusive election re-
sults. ProPublica’s review of the 2022 election revealed that 
local election officials in five states—Arizona, Nevada, New 
Mexico, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania—refused to 
certify the election results.111 For example, in North Caroli-
na, two local election officials in Surry County questioned 
the legitimacy of the state’s election laws, court decisions 
on election procedures, and the outcome of the election.112 
In Arizona, county supervisors from Cochise County re-
fused to certify the 2022 election results, despite repeated 
warnings that such a course of action would be illegal.113 
Members of the Board of Elections in Luzerne County, 
Pennsylvania, also initially refused to certify the election 
results.114 Notably, in many instances, state authorities 
did not pursue official consequences against these local  
officials who refused to execute their duties,115 although 
others were held accountable.116

Although the statewide results in each of these states were 
ultimately certified, sometimes by judicial order, these 
refusals demonstrate a concerning trend of local election 
officials abdicating their ministerial duties to certify the 
result.117 Even when these refusals are ultimately resolved 
without creating a major crisis, they cause unnecessary 
delays in finalizing election results, with serious reper-
cussions. Delays in certifying official results can create 
an opportunity for misinformation in the post-election  
period.118 And it takes significant financial, legal, and  
judicial resources to compel local officials to conduct their 
official duties, even where there are clear laws requiring 
them to certify results. 

For the presidential election specifically, last year’s passage 
of the federal Electoral Count Reform Act updated the 
statutory framework for submitting the state’s presidential 
vote outcome to Congress.119 Accordingly, states now face 
strict timelines for issuing and transmitting the Certifi-
cates of Ascertainment. Delays and barriers to certification 
of a state’s election results could affect whether its Electoral 
College votes are counted during the January 6, 2025, joint 
session of Congress. Curbing these certification delays and 
refusals will be key to ensuring that the will of the voters is 
respected and accepted.

REFUSAL TO CERTIFY

Local officials in Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico,  

North Carolina, and Pennsylvania refused to certify  

the 2022 election results.

AZ

NM

NC

PA

COCHISE COUNTY officials in Arizona  
refused to certify the 2022 election 
results, despite repeated warnings that 
such a course of action would be illegal.

Election officials in SURRY COUNTY, North Carolina 
questioned the legitimacy of the state’s election  
laws, court decisions on election procedures, and  
the outcome of the election.

Members of the Board 
of Elections in LUZERNE 
COUNTY, Pennsylvania, 
also initially refused to  
certify the election results.

In OTERO COUNTY, New Mexico, the 
county’s three commissioners initially 
voted unanimously against certifying  
the June 2022 primary elections.

NV

In Nevada, one commissioner in 
WASHOE COUNTY and another 
in NYE COUNTY refused to certify, 
though in both cases the other four 
commissioners outvoted them.
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In a heartening trend, more and more states are proactively safeguarding against the  

risk of election subversion. Legislators are introducing bills that strengthen democracy,  

some of which have already passed or are likely to pass.120 And non-legislative actors 

are using their positions to similarly push back against the continued efforts of would-be  

election subverters.

V.  HOW STATES ARE PROACTIVELY SAFEGUARDING  
AGAINST ELECTION SUBVERSION

A.  Protections for election workers
Many states are proposing and enacting additional  
protections for election workers. As we discussed above 
and in our August 2022 Report, election deniers and other 
anti-democratic activists have been driving election offi-
cials across many states to resign, bombarding them with  
harassment and even death threats.121 This “brain drain” 
risks leaving openings for inexperienced, incompetent, 
or bad-faith actors to take over election administration. 
Thankfully, the 2022 midterms largely passed without  
major election-subversion crises. Nevertheless, lawmakers  
across the nation have taken note of the threats and  
challenges faced by election workers and are acting to  
curb them.
 

Between April 2022 and May 2023, lawmakers in at  

least 27 states have introduced measures to protect 

elections and election workers.122 

•   In California, Colorado, Maine, New Hampshire,123  
Oregon, and Washington, new laws aim to protect  
election workers, hopefully encouraging more people  
to serve in these vital roles.124 Some of the bills  
protect election workers’ privacy, and others ramp 
up the punishments available for people who commit 
crimes against election workers.125 
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•   This has become a bipartisan issue: 

•   Republicans in Indiana,126 Missouri,127 Mon-
tana,128 and Oklahoma,129 have proposed felony 
penalties for people who interfere with election 
officials’ work.130

•   In Arizona, a Republican legislator introduced 
S.B. 1061, which protects the confidentially 
of public officials’ and election officials’ home  
addresses. This bill received bipartisan support 
and has been signed into law.131 

•   With bipartisan support, New Mexico enacted 
S.B. 43, which added the secretary of state, county 
clerks, and their employees to the state’s election 
code prohibiting threats aimed at interfering with 
the impartial administration of elections.132

•   Minnesota recently enacted structural changes to 
election administration and voting rights aimed at 
safeguarding elections from potential subversion 
threats. This legislation, signed by the governor in 
May 2023, enacted stiffer penalties for intimidating 
voters and election officials and knowingly spread 
false information intended to prevent someone 

from voting.133 The legislature has also passed H.B. 
1830, which would raise penalties for intimidating 
and interfering with the duties of election officials. 

•   In Nevada, the secretary of state introduced S.B. 
406, which would make it a felony to harass, in-
timidate, or threaten election workers and would 
protect the personal identifying information of 
election workers from doxxing.134 The legislation 
has received unanimous support in both chambers.

In conjunction with other policies, such as protecting  
privacy135 and providing adequate funding, increased 
criminal penalties can help recognize the severity of threats 
election officials face. However, additional avenues for  
accountability can still be necessary. Creating new civil 
causes of action would give election officials another tool 
to protect themselves in circumstances that do not result in 
criminal prosecution or if prosecutors refuse to hold bad  
actors accountable for political purposes.136 While impos-
ing penalties can serve the admirable goal of protecting  
election workers, they should be deployed thoughtfully  
and carefully, so as not to accidentally criminalize  
benign behavior.

PROTECTION FOR ELECTION WORKERS 

27 states have introduced bills to protect  

elections and election workers

Arizona
California
Connecticut
Colorado
Georgia
Indiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Minnesota
Montana
New Jersey
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
Nevada
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
Texas
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
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B.  Direct responses to January 6, 2021
Some of the pro-democracy legislation making its way 
through statehouses explicitly responds to the violent in-
surrection at the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021, which 
sought to overturn the results of the 2020 presidential 
election. Minnesota’s legislature introduced its sweeping 
pro-democracy bill this legislative cycle, detailed above, 
on January 6, 2023. Legislators used this anniversary to 
highlight the ongoing threats to our democracy, and the 
need for stronger efforts in its defense.137 In New York and 
Pennsylvania, legislators have introduced measures setting 
up annual remembrances of the insurrection on January 6.

•   The New York bill explicitly acknowledges that 
President Trump and others “directly incited and 
encouraged an armed and violent insurrection 
against the government of the United States, with 
the express purpose of preventing the peaceful 
transfer of power and overturning the results of a 
free and fair election.”138 The bill then declares Jan-
uary 6 as Democracy Day, in honor of the people  
who were killed or wounded defending the  
Capitol” and recognizes the need to “strengthen 
our democratic institutions.”139

•   The Pennsylvania Senate Resolution creates a  
1/6 Day that focuses on the survivors of the  
Capitol attack.140

Both bills acknowledge that the January 6 insurrection 

was a threat to our democracy and the acceptance of free 
and fair election results, shine a spotlight on the heroes of  
January 6, and highlight the need to protect democracy.

Arizona’s newly elected attorney general is shifting 

that office’s focus toward protecting voter access. 

In our 2022 Reports, we highlighted Arizona as one 

of the states most vulnerable to election subversion. 

Legislators introduced the second-highest number of 

bills that would increase the risk of election subversion 

in their legislative session (behind only Wisconsin),  

including bills in all five of our categories. Arizona also 

exemplified non-legislative actions that increase the 

risk of election subversion, including insider threats 

from election deniers and harassment of election  

officials. Although the Arizona legislature is again  

considering several bills that would increase the risk 

of election subversion, other statewide officials are 

proactively taking actions to reduce the risk of election 

subversion. 

For example, the newly elected attorney general,  

Kris Mayes, announced that she would shift the  

focus of the “election integrity unit” that was  

created in her office in 2019 to protect voter  

access.141 That unit previously was created to inves-

tigate voter fraud but ultimately found very little and 

prosecuted only 20 cases from among the state’s  

millions of voters.142 At the same time, that unit served  

as the basis for conspiracy theories and undermin-

ing faith in election administration.143 In addition,  

Arizona’s newly elected governor, Katie Hobbs, has 

already vetoed three bills that increased the risk  

of subversion.”

ARIZONA SPOTLIGHT
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The 2020 and 2022 elections were conducted fairly, counted accurately, and certified  

under the law. That is a testament to thousands of election officials who, in each state, acted  

in good faith and fulfilled their duties. The election system can always be improved, but the 

system is not broken: statewide canvasses, professional post-election audits, and count-

less legal decisions have validated these results over and over. The bills described in this 

Report would only create problems and introduce confusion into our election process.
 

VI.  CONCLUSION

The decisions being made in statehouses this year will 
help determine how the 2024 election is conducted. Un-
fortunately, the bills we describe in Part III of this Report  
lay the groundwork for any number of scenarios that could 
allow for election subversion. As we explained, if subver-
sion does happen, it is unlikely to be as blatant as throwing 
out the election results altogether and installing a hand-
picked winner—although bills in Texas do allow for calling 
an entirely new election in a handful of targeted counties. 
The far likelier scenario is disorder and confusion. To take 
just a few examples: Fair election results could be needless-
ly called into doubt by unprofessional and partisan reviews. 
Mandatory hand counts of ballots could introduce human 
errors and delay results such that states sail past certification  

deadlines. Election workers, threatened with prosecution 
for even minor missteps, could be cowed from responding  
to poll watchers disrupting the vote. Election adminis-
trators could be left with an impossible choice between  
obeying federal or state law. Any of these scenarios could 
create a pretext for partisan actors to throw up their hands, 
declare that the will of the people is for them to discern, and 
subvert an election. Even if such a scenario does not come 
to pass, many of these bills are grounded in conspiracy  
theories and—even if they never become law—further 
seed the ground with disinformation and erode trust in 
our elections, not to mention fuel the continued threats to 
and harassment of election administrators.
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As we noted in the December 2022 edition of this Report, the results of the midterm 
election lowered the risk of election subversion in 2024. In at least some critical states, 
the defeat of election deniers in statewide races can give voters more confidence that 
their choices will be respected in the next election. In addition, legislators in an array of 
states, including members of both parties, are moving to enhance protections for election 
workers and to counter the inexcusable climate of harassment they have faced because of  
persistent disinformation. We can take heart from these efforts to bolster protections for 
our democratic institutions and for the people who sustain them.
 
But we cannot end our vigilance. Across the country, state legislators are plainly still  
committed to seizing more power over the administration of elections and, directly or 
indirectly, more power to influence election results. Bills that would increase the risk of 
election subversion are showing up in state legislatures this year at roughly the same pace 
as during the previous two years. The threat is evolving, but it is not receding. 
 

Voters should be awake to this persistent threat. 
And state legislatures should focus their efforts  
on bolstering the nonpartisan administration  
of elections, protecting election officials, and  
respecting the will of the people. Until they do, 
our democracy is still far too close to a crisis.
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State Bill Number Author Date Introduced
Summary Status  
as of May 23

Alaska H 132 Judiciary Committee 3/22/2023 Introduced X X

Alaska S 1 Shower (R) 1/17/2023 Introduced X X

Arizona H 2078 Diaz (R) 1/11/2023 Pending X X

Arizona H 2099 Harris (R) 1/11/2023 Pending X

Arizona H 2100 Harris (R) 1/11/2023 Pending X

Arizona H 2101 Harris (R) 1/11/2023 Pending X X X

Arizona H 2232 Harris (R) 1/12/2023 Pending X X X

Arizona H 2307 McGarr (R) 1/12/2023 Pending X

Arizona H 2613 Montenegro (R) 2/7/2023 Vetoed X

Arizona H 2691 Heap (R) 2/6/2023 Vetoed X

Arizona H 2722 Griffin (R) 2/6/2023 Pending X

Arizona H 2785 Harris (R) 2/6/2023 Pending X

Arizona S 1074 Borrelli (R) 1/18/2023 Vetoed X X

Arizona S 1141 Hoffman (R) 1/19/2023 Pending X

Arizona S 1213 Kern (R) 1/24/2023 Pending X

Arizona S 1287 Kaiser (R) 1/25/2023 Introduced X

Arizona S 1324 Bennett (R) 1/26/2023 Pending X

Arizona S 1471 Kavanagh (R) 1/30/2023 Pending X

Arizona S 1695 Hoffman (R) 1/30/2023 Pending X

Arizona SCR 1037 Kern (R) 1/30/2023 Enacted X

Arkansas H 1411 McAlindon (R) 2/13/2023 Enacted X

Arkansas H 1513 McCollum (R) 2/28/2023 Enacted X

Arkansas S 250 Hammer (R) 2/10/2023 Enacted X

Arkansas S 255 McKee M (R) 2/13/2023 Enacted X

Arkansas S 429 Clark (R) 3/15/2023 Failed X

Connecticut H 5700 Dubitsky (R) 1/18/2023 Introduced X

Connecticut S 379 Sampson (R) 1/17/2023 Pending X

Florida H 3 Fernandez-Barqu (R) 2/6/2023 Pending X

Florida S 4 Martin (R) 2/6/2023 Enacted X

Georgia H 17 Powell A (R) 1/11/2023 Pending X

Georgia H 426 Blackmon (R) 2/15/2023 Pending X

Georgia H 636 Crowe (R) 2/28/2023 Introduced X

Georgia S 122 Kirkpatrick (R) 2/8/2023 Introduced X

Georgia S 222 Burns (R) 2/21/2023 Enacted X

Idaho H 11 State Affairs Committee 1/19/2023 Enacted X

Idaho H 259 State Affairs Committee 3/1/2023 Failed X

Illinois H 1140 Wilhour (R) 1/12/2023 Introduced X

Illinois H 2176 Niemerg (R) 2/7/2023 Introduced X

Illinois H 2555 Ness (D) 2/ 15/2023 Introduced X

Illinois H 2943 Miller (R) 2/16/2023 Introduced X

Illinois H 3331 Haas (R) 2/17/2023 Introduced X

APPENDIX

1 2 3 4 5

1    Bills usurping control  
over election results

2    Bills requiring partisan or 
unprofessional election 
“audits” or reviews

3    Bills seizing power over 
election responsibilities

4     Bills creating unworkable  
burdens in election  
administration

5    Bills imposing  
disproportionate  
criminal or other penalties
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http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AK2023000S1&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=fd6b6a3700ab3d8be6e9ae6e97decf61&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2078&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=fc73e0369c65a5b6b854752fbf925b1b&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2099&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=4615e8ec6841562e465d4ceda3491f43&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2100&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=c83d8b18138805cdb1a6bdf80e7b6f6c&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2101&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=afb177ea5d4c95d870f7725582637612&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2232&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=0b03a255468c6dbf2e062028489ca979&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2307&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=9896fcc02da575a4c893ace6462b9ebe&mode=current_text
https://apps.azleg.gov/BillStatus/BillOverview/79465
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2691&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=90c5ccf255d8e0662996d83fc8360494&mode=current_text
https://apps.azleg.gov/BillStatus/BillOverview/79567
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000H2785&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=e0778270bedb7c56fafe0f4c99892811&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000S1074&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=b256bb71756e323473b27c823d14ced5&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000S1141&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=5c7e60b894807982ddeb7f07a82b8d5e&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000S1213&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=db718ea662f0027a335fbf340daf8f43&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000S1287&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=56179f1bed123171b1a1c56fded74218&mode=current_text
https://apps.azleg.gov/BillStatus/BillOverview/78977
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000S1471&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3716e9c3332ffb2de02d38f6507480f3&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000S1695&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=65d615c7cf2ed5202e72aa690d7c87c6&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AZ2023000SCR1037&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=c3d87b96d9abc6a7a295c6a0ecaa6367&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AR2023000H1411&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=2591cb86444dcdaf68aacc6d201ea9c9&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AR2023000H1513&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=50b8bb0e7ccf6b2d8a6c212b71f05eed&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AR2023000S250&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=cb7054405e33c908f51db2b4ee5a7d79&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AR2023000S255&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=76e742e08d7a716a556c747ea0303182&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:AR2023000S429&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ff2a3466f8fb7d1c7505047f092403d0&mode=current_text
https://www.cga.ct.gov/asp/cgabillstatus/cgabillstatus.asp?selBillType=Bill&bill_num=HB5700&which_year=2023
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:CT2023000S379&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=235ff02137df57eca1677dabd71778ce&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:FL2023010H3&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=fbacf67496cfa4192376d1fc2d2981e3&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:FL2023010S4&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=71628c58b156df8c1165342fbce25869&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:GA2023000H17&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=9043c36cdf3dd222b2df05478eea03e4&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:GA2023000H426&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=27f8d687cdde7a57ede941b734c84e76&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:GA2023000H636&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=74cacf42851e2594181da9778bde8988&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:GA2023000S122&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3a26f8110deead6d8457e429835468d3&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:GA2023000S222&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=f36b4e1e5c5fbdc7dcc7fd73844cef93&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:ID2023000H11&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ea8f7d0886f1ffc0036c03676ff08f5f&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:ID2023000H259&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=4d0c1cadefa26b8274c8cbbc5564e3a7&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IL2023000H1140&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=4415c89727f1b4dc317b500d3ebc5514&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IL2023000H2176&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=e70e356ad1092b32523898c1986d87ab&mode=current_text
http://ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocNum=2555&GAID=17&DocTypeID=HB&LegId=147662&SessionID=112&GA=103
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IL2023000H2943&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=b197ac472795ecf1d2184d5c10a9c00a&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IL2023000H3331&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=7f5f0be0f29e589258f2a35c0abe39a2&mode=current_text
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Illinois H 3536 Grant (R) 2/17/2023 Introduced X

Illinois S 1268 Bennett T (R) 2/3/2023 Introduced X

Illinois S 2249 Turner (R) 2/10/2023 Introduced X

Indiana H 1336 Wesco (R) 1/17/2023 Enacted X X

Indiana H 1505 Speedy (R) 1/17/2023 Introduced X

Indiana S 262 Ford (R) 1/ 11/2023 Introduced X

Indiana S 370 Ford (R) 1/17/2023 Introduced X

Iowa H 470 State Government Committee 2/27/2023 Introduced X

Iowa H 543 Thomson (R) 3/1/2023 Introduced X

Iowa S 1035 Senate Commerce Committee 1/12/2023 Introduced X

Kansas S 259 Federal and State Affairs Committee 2/16/2023 Introduced X X

Kansas S 260 Federal and State Affairs Committee 2/16/2023 Introduced X X

Kansas S 262 Federal and State Affairs Committee 2/16/2023 Introduced X X

Kentucky S 23 Southworth (R) 1/3/2023 Failed X X

Kentucky S 250 Southworth (R) 2/21/2023 Failed X

Kentucky S 273 Southworth (R) 2/21/2023 Failed X

Louisiana H 260 Beaullieu (R) 4/10/2023 Pending X X X

Louisiana H 311 Miguez (R) 4/10/2023 Pending X

Maine S 730 Keim (R) 4/24/2023 Introduced X

Maine S 753 Stewart (R) 4/28/2023 Introduced X

Minnesota H 1642 Bliss (R) 2/13/2023 Introduced X

Minnesota H 1952 Franson (R) 2/16/2023 Introduced X

Minnesota S 2092 Koran (R) 2/24/2023 Introduced X

Minnesota S 338 Koran (R) 1/13/2023 Introduced X

Minnesota S 905 Westrom (R) 1/30/2023 Introduced X

Mississippi H 1307 Eubanks (R) 1/16/2023 Failed X

Mississippi H 1308 Eubanks (R) 1/16/2023 Failed X X

Mississippi H 1309 Criswell (R) 1/16/2023 Failed X

Mississippi H 1311 Hobgood-Wilkes (R) 1/16/2023 Failed X X

Mississippi H 400 Owen (R) 1/11/2023 Failed X X

Mississippi S 2502 Chism (R) 1/16/2023 Failed X X

Mississippi S 2505 Sojourner (R) 1/16/2023 Failed X X

Mississippi S 2833 McDaniel (R) 1/16/2023 Failed X X

Missouri S 235 Hoskins D (R) 1/4/2023 Introduced X X X

Missouri S 350 Hoskins D (R) 1/4/2023 Introduced X

Missouri S 98 Eigel (R) 1/4/2023 Introduced X X

Montana H 512 Mercer (R) 2/12/2023 Failed X

Montana H 716 Phalen (R) 2/21/2023 Failed X

Montana H 807 Hellegaard (R) 2/24/2023 Failed X

Montana H 905 Duram (R) 3/24/2023 Failed X X X

Montana H 953 Galloway (R) 3/27/2023 Pending X

Montana S 117 Vance S (R) 1/4/2023 Enacted X X

Montana S 435 Manzella (R) 2/20/2023 Failed X

Montana S 472 Emrich (R) 2/22/2023 Failed X

Nebraska L 230 Erdman (R) 1/10/2023 Introduced X X

Nebraska L 808 Halloran (R) 1/18/2023 Introduced X

State Bill Number Author Date Introduced
Summary Status  
as of May 23 1 2 3 4 5

http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IL2023000H3536&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=b89186eeb99f3370855c8b84dd40ed06&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IL2023000S1268&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d650938e44ada001823ecea702789283&mode=current_text
http://ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocNum=2249&GAID=17&DocTypeID=SB&LegId=147135&SessionID=112&GA=103
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IN2023000H1336&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=482ea2737f29dcc48a423404d235d451&mode=current_text
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2023/bills/house/1505
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2023/bills/senate/262
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2023/bills/senate/370
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/legislation/BillBook?ba=HF470&ga=90
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:IA2023000H543&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=da2484b72208188ed34a860c5c8176fe&mode=current_text
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/legislation/BillBook?ba=SSB1035&ga=90
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:KS2023000S259&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=7bb91ab466360440712e7d64d84c3501&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:KS2023000S260&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=023853e0feeb3d0eb806612efdd8a252&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:KS2023000S262&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=2144be05be5002abc4bd8981470e8a32&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:KY2023000S23&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=84750d24525930aa6656ad1b84ca292c&mode=current_text
https://apps.legislature.ky.gov/record/23rs/sb250.html
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:KY2023000S273&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=c836e12b11423ccf11ba41506898aef5&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:LA2023000H260&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ac04c17323817111b4f52c7f5ad06b01&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:LA2023000H311&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=766d7aeeade8bdd0b7412fb43f0cfab7&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:ME2023010S730&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=b6625d429bcc89361953eed9e5ffdf3a&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:ME2023010S753&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=27a757cfce8ff07d9f2adacd8e071bd4&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MN2023000H1642&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=8e4c383a5d89d77b4e694fa72a1cd0c4&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MN2023000H1952&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=69bd5a29738cbaefde3c342a4ed500a8&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MN2023000S2092&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=b34943c33a56c6d8f89efabd39157868&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MN2023000S338&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ad28e3b8903e07f742f6fe97cceea493&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MN2023000S905&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d245517431cafb51e7b8034999565d6b&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000H1307&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=5c023611fc398b1183665dd71e240c23&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000H1308&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=1340803f936ba276a76fcbf2876fecdc&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000H1309&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=98bfe098641efa19df7801420cd04217&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000H1311&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3765a6bd1a86ab9417c2f199dd535bc8&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000H400&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=c3ed2bf45b27d43fe8b2e7ad6657ea94&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000S2502&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=80a8adf7d26c111c2d02191e27ffad83&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000S2505&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=a3f881d8abad8b6c93991c3efd12ad75&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MS2023000S2833&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=aeb9c91f60e72889ce4c92f3ffdbe68f&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MO2023000S235&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=9cf26b9dbd6e5137573c27952f574ced&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MO2023000S350&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ad2ade344a69e2b03d2e9922c14b34b5&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MO2023000S98&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3d36338a4eaf56b465ec83c8fbf8933d&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000H512&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=7e299a3854839e4acdb0693a76b10cd0&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000H716&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=cb29a616a3eeca4cf3b4b8d9c0bcb49d&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000H807&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=72ad3fc288baf6ba7b9ec42d1fb12fe7&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000H905&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=c7c3dc5d71a6f2296d70a441046877f3&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000H953&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=75728e95ab1f2e0188a229fed0e5ba5a&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000S117&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=2aaf0dfa4f2bf795287f28a1ff63f1af&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000S435&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=022b968ec5427fdc2d19ff1ce3cb0b03&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:MT2023000S472&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=5c86e736e8d6d6e6ca4938447eb2b0cd&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NE2023000L230&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=97adfe16a840a43e077710ec6ed3cee6&mode=current_text
http://nebraskalegislature.gov/bills/view_bill.php?DocumentID=50760
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State Bill Number Author Date Introduced
Summary Status  
as of May 23 1 2 3 4 5

Nevada A 326 Yurek (R) 3/17/2023 Failed X

Nevada S 325 Seevers Gansert (R) 3/20/2023 Failed X

New Hampshire H 453 Perez K (R) 1/11/2023 Pending X

New Hampshire H 476 Berry (R) 1/11/2023 Introduced X

New Hampshire H 599 Panek (R) 1/12/2023 Pending X

New Jersey A 1664 Catalano (R) 1/11/2022 Introduced X

New Jersey A 361 Dunn (R) 1/11/2022 Introduced X

New Jersey A 4218 Dancer (R) 6/9/2022 Failed X X

New Jersey S 64 Corrado (R) 1/11/2022 Introduced X

New York A 876 Paulin (D) 1/11/2023 Introduced X

New York S 2335 Myrie (D) 1/19/2023 Introduced X

North Carolina H 613 Cleveland (R) 4/17/2023 Introduced X

North Carolina H 641 Johnson J (R) 4/18/2023 Introduced X X

North Carolina H 770 Davis T (R) 4/19/2023 Introduced X

North Carolina H 772 Davis T (R) 4/19/2023 Introduced X

North Carolina S 89 Newton P (R) 2/13/2023 Introduced X

North Dakota H 1167 Vetter (R) 1/5/2023 Enacted X

North Dakota S 2316 Magrum (R) 1/16/2023 Pending X

Ohio S 51 Gavarone (R) 2/7/2023 Introduced X

Oklahoma H 2504 Lepak (R) 2/6/2023 Pending X X

Oklahoma H 2682 Lepak (R); Daniels (R) 2/6/2023 Enacted X X

Oklahoma S 989 Jett (R) 2/6/2023 Introduced X

Oklahoma S 995 Prieto (R) 2/6/2023 Introduced X X

Oregon H 3448 Owens (R) 2/28/023 Introduced X

Oregon S 250 Robinson (R) 1/9/2023 Introduced X

Oregon S 296 Thatcher (R) 1/17/2023 Introduced X

Pennsylvania H 461 Kinsey (D) 3/16/2023 Introduced X

Pennsylvania S 516 Mastriano (R) 3/15/2023 Introduced X X

Pennsylvania S 603 Coleman (R) 4/17/2023 Introduced X X X

Rhode Island H 5385 Place (R) 2/3/2023 Introduced X

South Carolina H 3162 Burns (R) 1/10/2023 Introduced X

South Carolina H 4259 Harris (R) 4/5/2023 Introduced X

South Carolina H 4260 Harris (R) 4/5/2023 Introduced X

South Dakota H 1105 Mulally (R) 1/21/2023 Failed X

South Dakota H 1106 Mulally (R) 1/21/2023 Failed X X

South Dakota H 1165 Chaffee (R) 1/26/2023 Enacted X X

South Dakota H 1217 Odenbach (R) 2/1/2023 Failed X X

South Dakota S 116 Schoenbeck (R) 1/25/2023 Failed  X

South Dakota S 82 Duhamel (R) 1/22/2023 Failed X

Tennessee H 956 Campbell (R) 1/30/2023 Introduced X

Tennessee S 821 Hensley (R) 1/30/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 125 Slaton (R) 1/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 1350 Cook (R) 1/17/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 1877 Swanson (R) 2/3/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 2020 Oliverson (R) 2/8/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 2192 Murr (R) 2/10/2023 Introduced X

http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NV2023000A326&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=a91f84903c71163f2a3789f4a7bf629e&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NV2023000S325&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=34dddffb2886abe187ec11a524761df5&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NH2023000H453&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=c56fff1e84702c6a5ce02b9bde46d18f&mode=current_text
https://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/bill_status/billinfo.aspx?id=564
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NH2023000H599&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=a46dc45b588d173b7c59cd9fd1e415ff&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NJ2022000A1664&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=73496a25ffe97402d691396ca65638e5&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NJ2022000A361&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=c9e0e9d88037f4e5ae691191bdded4c2&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NJ2022000A4218&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=b8497fe0fd3818058806f078d89d5157&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NJ2022000S64&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=cbe310f410e0e38d280e6b05072d2d54&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NY2023000A876&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=2770573da2c3eeb5ce41473e9c562790&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NY2023000S2335&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=784987d1e17e9495f79331f2bfc5ce0e&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NC2023000H613&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3148a2aa19f3c12bfdae9d3245b4f037&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NC2023000H641&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3ccaba0deef7c3c889483cc831368a3d&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NC2023000H770&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=77d2771b5e7c3175e001ba94e065f15b&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NC2023000H772&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ea447400c740b4ad70ad57c6e4743131&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:NC2023000S89&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=72025d9878801f463942365e91b35b3d&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:ND2023000H1167&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=edd477b3270c3c92414e956f81b03687&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:ND2023000S2316&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=a86e25e6d72335dd6a96f8ae7703971d&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:OH2023000S51&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=5ee1781c98ff90471186e5a998e02409&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:OK2023000H2504&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=92c03a760b0e1ae0d91910bcd116d890&mode=current_text
http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=HB2682&Session=2300
http://www.oklegislature.gov/BillInfo.aspx?Bill=SB989&Session=2300
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:OK2023000S995&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=cf8b9a9bd32e575327a5dabc832197c3&mode=current_text
https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/2023R1/Measures/Overview/HB3448
https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/2023R1/Measures/Overview/SB250
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:OR2023000S296&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=0b50e24e714eb5aa24b6b1e31da31dec&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:PA2023000H461&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=86e85c06f86aa7662ac4c37d2a584e8c&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:PA2023000S516&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=1b4e13980fe30c51763a21a75cab8dd6&mode=current_text
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/billinfo.cfm?syear=2023&sind=0&body=S&type=B&bn=603
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:RI2023000H5385&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=afca72df76d1fc6c35dbe35c8e57c0fe&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SC2023000H3162&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=23214bf18a21f05c594b5fece4b17ab1&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SC2023000H4259&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3dfbb970070d328f572b2056c0a6209c&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SC2023000H4260&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3b440e5ceada0eb96e0dd87f776aed54&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SD2023000H1105&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=4206cbf191228906082b6b1c82bb5f89&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SD2023000H1106&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=53b1bea808639f2e3b58ef5efdc7a338&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SD2023000H1165&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=38013678cc923fad3236d0b86cfa3841&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SD2023000H1217&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3c38c3d4667ab9ee7f0229e3dc9984ac&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:SD2023000S116&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=9d5b6a6d31f39688833d46f5235d75eb&mode=current_text
https://sdlegislature.gov/Session/Bill/24134/245150
http://wapp.capitol.tn.gov/apps/BillInfo/Default.aspx?BillNumber=HB0956&ga=113
http://wapp.capitol.tn.gov/apps/BillInfo/Default.aspx?BillNumber=SB0821&ga=113
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H125&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=50f95856f2788d633d3252362e358dc3&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H1350&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=9f6e32f225a27493ea35c5fdeb702128&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H1877&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=966bb347ab107bfec54d42cd3446ff86&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H2020&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=a9a95bd2612620c14a22df744fb41df7&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H2192&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d86315bfca19b1648123d162a0af9281&mode=current_text
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Texas H 2299 Holland (R) 2/14/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 2498 Swanson (R) 2/17/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 2536 Toth (R) 2/21/2023 Introduced X X

Texas H 2860 Swanson (R) 2/27/2023 Pending X X

Texas H 3876 Cain (R) 3/7/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 4027 Schofield (R) 3/8/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 4150 Schofield (R) 3/8/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 4396 Manuel (D) 3/9/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 4519 Jetton (R) 3/9/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 4548 Toth (R) 3/9/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 4727 Toth (R) 3/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 5082 Swanson (R) 3/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 5204 Tinderholt (R) 3/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 5234 Toth (R) 3/10/2023 Introduced X X

Texas H 549 Swanson (R) 1/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas H 589 Toth (R) 1/10/2023 Introduced X X

Texas H 678 Bell K (R) 1/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas HJR 98 Tinderholt (R) 2/3/2023 Introduced X

Texas HJR 110 Isaac (R) 2/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 1039 Bettencourt (R) 2/17/2023 Pending X X

Texas S 1642 Hall (R) 3/6/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 1750 Bettencourt (R) 3/7/2023 Pending X

Texas S 1807 Springer (R) 3/7/2023 Pending X

Texas S 1911 Bettencourt (R) 3/8/2023 Pending X

Texas S 1933 Bettencourt (R) 3/8/2023 Pending X

Texas S 1938 Bettencourt (R) 3/8/2023 Pending X

Texas S 1950 Bettencourt (R) 3/8/2023 Pending X X

Texas S 1993 Middleton (R) 3/8/2023 Pending X

Texas S 2003 Hall (R) 3/9/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 2063 Bettencourt (R) 3/9/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 2125 Kolkhorst (R) 3/9/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 220 Bettencourt (R) 1/10/2023 Pending X

Texas S 2433 Bettencourt (R) 3/10/2023 Pending X

Texas S 2464 Hall (R) 3/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 2494 Middleton (R) 3/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 2495 Middleton (R) 3/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 378 Parker (R) 1/10/2023 Introduced X

Texas S 823 Bettencourt (R) 2/10/2023 Pending X

Texas SB 1039 Bettencourt (R) 2/17/2023 Pending X

Utah H 37 Eliason (R) 1/17/2023 Enacted X X

Utah H 448 Maloy (R) 2/13/2023 Enacted X

Virginia H 1101 LaRock (R) 1/12/2022 Failed X

Virginia S 1316 Chase (R) 1/10/2023 Failed X

Virginia S 1516 Stanley Wi (R) 1/20/2023 Failed X

Virginia S 605 Chase (R) 1/12/2022 Failed X

Virginia S 884 Chase (R) 1/11/2023 Failed X

http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H2299&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=0df83c279e9be5e983a9b8bf5d4efdc5&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H2498&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=eb0cbbd2d74c4261f5b34fa39aeb8780&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H2536&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=72d134a4ec1e3acd02c8058d20d5a253&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H2860&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=62cb1288554c580808610b314e00bf03&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H3876&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=b1d179485cc55121cdebb4f07a49d090&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H4027&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=35deb1ec71c905226717b4fc78947b8c&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H4150&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d593995bda0ff3052a274aa695470916&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H4396&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=e4c5ead30e294831886d875019c644c3&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H4519&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d77e13f53f259d31dcdb9be79f4f138a&mode=current_text
http://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=88R&Bill=HB4548
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H4727&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=6e737c5aae517944c424313742dcafe3&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H5082&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3cdfd6e0b6767ec78e895e11e4ecba68&mode=current_text
http://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=88R&Bill=HB5204
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H5234&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=194aaf2eea9957100f019c2450674627&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H549&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=021982a0e47919363ed1548d640ce358&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H589&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ff1baaad4cd35724720d7ea0ec8dd475&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000H678&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=1465fbd1abfadf2473498df05c646902&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000HJR98&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d8a8ccd432a56bcb61b70323b2fa89e4&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000HJR110&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=9d8ffabc581b81dc15d75950bc8965ff&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1039&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ec73e7c8fc4b09ff0d5331141fa9811a&mode=current_text
http://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=88R&Bill=SB1642
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1750&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=be1083dcda7efbd08bd364f7c221b278&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1807&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=6ad341fe5d07fddf08dc0678c5fbc318&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1911&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=bf03402964b7437edfb7829f1fd0e77d&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1933&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=72a9a0ce947a4022e070bd1459257fa7&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1938&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=fe3a4bd55e2b4e9bbb7045e8b454bd18&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1950&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=44bbbb7f1561d82f34c138ba4f765470&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S1993&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=de77480b41165d811896973ce784d55e&mode=current_text
http://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=88R&Bill=SB2003
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S2063&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=ee9fb1422005e372d79216c0ed6abd45&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S2125&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=24f61e51bf1a11ed944ed7e85061eacd&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S220&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d36268f4de89fda9d60b444761db7ee4&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S2433&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d5792c32415476054a3c9962f7abdc0c&mode=current_text
http://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=88R&Bill=SB2464
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S2494&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=312966b201d138215dcc5bd25c916ad7&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S2495&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=8921d347060a712cef6f0e22a815d2ed&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S378&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=d108b42dac910fde0897cbac06864a36&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:TX2023000S823&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=68c48e8649bea13bdba3074463e9c3ac&mode=current_text
https://legiscan.com/TX/bill/SB1039/2023
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:UT2023000H37&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=6282546304b984c209466759087baae6&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:UT2023000H448&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=7d83b0450048c673dce4229047cb1ba3&mode=current_text
http://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?221+sum+HB1101
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:VA2022000S1316&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=2079f220a178d5b44d1737c6e8454c0a&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:VA2022000S1516&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=89c0443dcd8eab95aa3799d356c32a21&mode=current_text
http://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?221+sum+SB605
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:VA2022000S884&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=3bba3c59d5f676a35363e9938c2b6c92&mode=current_text
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State Bill Number Author Date Introduced
Summary Status  
as of May 23 1 2 3 4 5

West Virginia H 2038 Kimble (R) 1/11/2023 Failed X

West Virginia H 2859 Holstein (R) 1/20/2023 Failed X X X

West Virginia H 2866 Holstein (R) 1/20/2023 Failed X

West Virginia H 3393 Holstein (R) 2/13/2023 Failed X X

Wyoming H 115 Chestek (D) 1/12/2023 Introduced X

Wyoming H 224 Singh (R) 1/23/2023 Failed X X

http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:WV2023000H2038&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=8e0d898bbadfbf1f2ff7e86616ebbed0&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:WV2023000H2859&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=8ab59e600a971956f220b77cea324548&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:WV2023000H2866&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=8239082b80bdbe9670bbcf01117d8edb&mode=current_text
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:WV2023000H3393&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=f7090ce36c6633f7c380ea25cacfe660&mode=current_text
http://legisweb.state.wy.us/Legislation/2023/HB0115
http://custom.statenet.com/public/resources.cgi?id=ID:bill:WY2023000H224&cuiq=cebcefa4-252a-5dcb-aeb1-7fc87d570de0&client_md=4ae501935294996cc1f48b3e92a4f2a1&mode=current_text
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The States United Democracy Center is a nonpartisan  

organization advancing free, fair, and secure elections. 

We connect state and local officials, law enforcement 

leaders, and pro-democracy partners across  

America with the tools and expertise they need to  

safeguard democracy. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT  statesuniteddemocracy.org

Protect Democracy is a cross-ideological non-profit 

group dedicated to defeating the authoritarian threat, 

building more resilient democratic institutions, and  

protecting our freedom and liberal democracy. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT  protectdemocracy.org

Law Forward is a Wisconsin-based non-profit,  

non-partisan organization that exists to protect and 

strengthen our democracy. Law Forward stands for a 

commitment to fair, transparent, and representative  

government; where Wisconsinites can participate in  

free, fair elections where their votes count. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT  lawforward.org

https://statesuniteddemocracy.org
http://protectdemocracy.org
http://lawforward.org

